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BUSINESS NEWS

The Pros and Cons of shorter work weeks

“You can only grow
if you’re willing to
feel awkward and
uncomfortable
when you try
something new.”
Brian Tracy,
well known advisor
in business and
personal subjects

C

ompanies have been experimenting with
shorter work days for at least a decade and,
despite announcements that the 40-hour
week is dead, there have been mixed results
from the experiments. The idea has been to
cut hours while keeping pay the same.

On the plus side, employees love it.
Quoted in the New York Times, Swedish
employees at hospitals and Toyota factories
say they do just as much work in six hours
as they did in eight and they are happier.
Another audit of the experiment in a nursing
home concluded that absenteeism was
down while productivity and worker health
improved.
On the downside, the experiment in
reduced work hours has costs Swedish
taxpayers for what one politician called
"paying people not to work."
In France, the socialist government ordered
a 35-hour work week in 2000. Companies
bitterly complained that it cost billions in
additional hiring and reduced competitiveness.
In Korea, a plan to reduce hours from 44
to 40 resulted in worker stress as employees
struggled to get the same amount of work
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done in fewer hours, according to the Korean
Journal of Happiness Studies.
One American company in 2004
experimented with a six-hour week and found
employees worked harder but they didn't
interact and worker camaraderies ground to a
halt as people struggled to get their work done
in fewer hours, according to BBC Capital.

Younger workers think
work flexibility is a right

Millennials and college students don't
expect to go to work at a desk and stay
there. Surveys abound as to younger
workers' beliefs in their workplace rights.
According to Inc. magazine: 29 percent of
college students think being able to work
remotely with a flexible schedule is a right,
not a privilege; 66 percent of Millennials
say lack of flexible scheduling has caused
them to leave a job; 76 percent of GenXers say they look for jobs with flexibility
that will still let them get promoted; But
72 percent of working parents think
those who work flexible hours have fewer
chances for promotion.

BUSINESS NEWS

The benfits of finding and using a
small-business mentor

How many hours do
people actually work?

s a small-business owner, learning how to
create and manage a successful business
can be an overwhelming task. One way to
help mitigate those challenges is to work with a
mentor that has been out in the field already and
has established the knowledge and experience
necessary to succeed. Finding a mentor can be
incredibly beneficial to a small business owner.
Entrepreneur Magazine found that 80 percent of
CEOs surveyed said they received mentorship
in some form and that 93 percent of startups
counted mentorship as instrumental to their own
success. As with any endeavor, having a support
system in place can help prevent failure and
serve as motivation when the going gets tough.

Since 1938, the official work week has
been 40 hours. That was a triumph for
workers laboring 12 to 16 hours a day.

A

The labor motto was: 8 hours work;
8 hours rest; 8 hours for what we will.
How that has worked in practice
for both blue collar and white collar
employees is different than the motto
indicates. While, work week estimates
vary widely depending on the source,
most put average work times at greater
than 40 hours.

Forbes Magazine points out several resources that a small-business owner can
use to more easily find someone to work with. In fact, there are entire networks
of business mentors at places like the SCORE organization. These services
help connect people via email and in-person counseling. Made up of retired
or active business executives and leaders, mentor networks can provide highquality candidates that are already interested in helping. Federally supported
organizations like small business development centers (SBDCs), women's
business centers (WBCs), and minority business development centers can
provide access to businesses with more specific needs or backgrounds.
Once a mentor is found, it is important to foster that relationship and build
it over time. The mentor will likely be personally invested in helping, but that
doesn't mean that the relationship can be ignored or treated as a one-way
street. If email is the preferred contact method, for instance, be sure to send
updates at agreed upon intervals and always ask new questions to ensure that
the conversation keeps moving forward. If the mentor provides feedback, close
the feedback loop by acting on that advice and showing results. A mentor
could be spending a lot of time and effort in this role, and it's important that
they are shown the respect and appreciation deserved.

The return of the beloved Polaroid

Camera phones have incredible quality but you don't get the photos
instantly on paper. To get that, you have to go retro. Polaroid and its 1977
OneStep, the best-selling camera of all time, fell out of favor with the
mass adoption of digital photography. But the OneStep 2 is the updated
reincarnation, sharing many characteristics of the original including the
basic design and big red shutter button. The Impossible Company, new
owners of Polaroid, has added a USB battery charger. You have to buy
film, which at $2 a shot is expensive but turns out to be a big party treat, if
not a master of beautiful photos.

According to the Labor Department,
average hours for full-time work broke
down this way:
• Management, professionals: 43.3
• Service: 41.3
• Sales and office: 41.9
Gallup surveys, in which people
self-report working hours, show office
workers logging an average of 49 hours.
In production settings, according to
labor statistics, work hours from 1940
to 2010 have been relatively stable at
just over 40 hours, except for war years
when hours topped 45 per week, and
depression when hours dipped under 37.
In 2015, Fortune, using numbers
from the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development,
calculated the average work week at just
34.4 hours. This put the United States
at 16th for the highest number of hours
worked. Canada at 32.77 hours ranked
22nd; the United Kingdom was 24th
at 32.25; and Australia was 25th at 32
hours.
In this analysis, the top six hardest
working countries were Mexico at 42.85
hours; Costa Rica at 42.62; Korea, 40.85;
Greece, 49.27; Chile, 38.27; and Russia,
38.17.
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County Christian School . . .
Preparing the whole child for the 21st Century

Above: NoahArk – Middle School Student explaining to Principal
her project on building a cage to scale for animals based on scientific
and mathematical requirements detailing how Noah’s family could
have maintained the Ark and care for thousands of animals during
the flood.
Left: EE Teacher, Leda Kota, integrating technology in the four-yearold classrooms.

“If you do what
you’ve always
done, you’ll get
what you’ve always
gotten.”
Tony Robbins,
self-development
author and speaker

W

By Marie Barker, CCS Principal

hat skills do students need for the 21st
century? It depends on who you ask! At
County Christian School (CCS), we
decided to ask two groups; parents and workforce
professionals. Our first order of business was to
identify the 21st century skills we value. These
skills are more than technology and computers.
The skills center around content knowledge and
proficiencies that prepare the students to meet the
challenges of the world today.
Both parents and professionals agree that
students must be given opportunities to
develop critical thinking skills, problem solving,
creativity and working collaboratively. Students
can be taught how to be flexible, creative leaders.
Other critical areas of development center
around good citizenship, communication,
technology and social responsibility.
To answer the call for developing the 21st
century citizens, CCS has designed a program of
educational excellence to prepare young people
spiritually, socially, academically and physically,
for a world of highly skilled professionals.
CCS centers all learning around the 4 C’s of
education; critical thinking, communication,
collaboration, and creativity. Students from
preschool through the eighth grade are
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provided with the opportunities to learn about
loving others and developing positive character
traits as well as putting others first through
service locally and globally. Our students are
encouraged to be creative thinkers and problem
solvers. Project-based learning is part of the
yearly curriculum at all subject levels. The math
and science curriculum fosters reading and
analysis. Technology occupies an important
place in our school. Engaging students with
appropriate technology provides alternatives
to lectures and addresses the individual needs
of students through differentiated teaching. A
variety of club and classroom activities provide
students with public speaking, broadcasting
and creative writing opportunities.
In the words of Socrates “education is the
kindling of a flame, not the filling of a vessel”.
Our goal is to develop graduates who are trained
in intellectual skills and qualities that will be
used to serve God in the care of His creation
and in building His kingdom. County Christian
School is a community of learners’ ready for the
demands of high school and the 21st century.
Brief History: County Christian School is a faith-based
non-denominational Christian school founded by Jay
Ahlemann, former Lead Pastor of Christian Fellowship
Church in 1980. CCS continues to serve children in the
Ashburn/Leesburg and neighboring communities. For more
information visit www.countychristianschool.org

BUSINESS NEWS

How to get all those clients to pay up
By Lois Kirkpatrick

A

Marketing and Communications Manager

s an entrepreneur, you're excited about the
product or service you've created. You're
thrilled to have a growing number of
customers. Money is coming in, but you haven't
put a system in place to formally track who
owes you how much, and by when.
This is where a lot of small businesses get into
trouble. Without effective strategies in place to
make sure your clients pay you on time, you
could be setting yourself up for a cash flow
problem. Your business could quickly go off track
by having more money going out than coming
in. You could be putting yourself in the position
of having to spend your time chasing after
customers who promise to pay, but never do.
In order to free up your time so you can
focus on growing your business instead of on
delinquent clients, use these nine tried-andtrue strategies offered by business experts and
successful entrepreneurs.
1. If a project has a hefty price tag, run a credit

check on the client before you start work.

Equifax, Experian and Cortera all offer
credit monitoring tools for small businesses.
Checking out a client can cost less than
$200, and save you lots of time, money and
headaches.
2. P ut payment terms and conditions in writing
every time, with every client. Do not make
exceptions for friends or relatives. Consider
stating up front the consequences for
delinquent payments, and always follow
through with whatever terms you set.
3. Use a standard invoicing system. Always work
off of an invoice and never from a note, email
or verbal agreement.
4. G
 et paid as much as possible before you do
any work for a client. It's common practice
in some industries to get paid 50 percent up
front when the client signs the work order or
contract, and the remaining 50 percent when
you deliver the product or service.
5. If at all possible, have a policy of only accepting
credit card payments instead of checks.

6. If you don't have an employee to
handle accounts receivable, hire a

virtual assistant to call clients when
payments are due. Always have him

or her follow up the calls in writing.
VAs usually only charge $10 - $15
per hour.
7. Turn up the heat on clients who are
30 days past due. For a small fee,
companies like Dun & Bradstreet
Small Business Solutions,
Transworld Systems and I.C.
Systems will make calls or send a
series of letters to delinquent clients.
8. C onsider turning delinquent accounts
over to a collection agency. Keep in
mind that agencies usually keep
50 percent of whatever they collect
for you.
9. Depending on how much they owe, you
can sue the client in small claims court for the
amount owed.
You can avoid spending a lot of time and
effort on collections by having the right policies
and procedures in place up front. Understand
that you deserve to get paid on time for giving
customers products and services that benefit
them. Put systems in place
that will encourage clients to
take your invoices seriously.
This will help you avoid the
cash-flow problems that
derail so many startups,
and instead of chasing
delinquent customers, you'll
be able to spend more time
doing the work you love.
At Loudoun Economic
Development, your business is
our business. We want to make
sure Loudoun companies are
successful, and if your company
isn’t in Loudoun already, we’d like
to discuss how moving here can
contribute to your success. Call
1-(800)-LOUDOUN to learn more
about how growing your business in
Loudoun is #LoudounPossible.
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Now you can pay for all that stuff with gold

“Sometimes it is
better to be kind than
to be right. We don’t
need an intelligent
mind that speaks,
but a patient heart
that listens.”
Unknown

G

old is one of the world's oldest currencies,
and according to the World Gold Council,
gold coins were first used around 550 BC
as a way to purchase goods and services. Even
long after governments and banks started
producing their own paper money, it was still
tied to the "gold standard" which affixed a
value to the notes at a set price per ounce of
gold. These paper notes were just a promise
that you actually had gold stored in a secure
location. Today, paper notes are not based in
gold but trust.
But trust can be fleeting. If there were an
economic collapse, all paper money online
could be worthless overnight.
Now some companies, such as Gold
Money, have figured out a way to let people
pay for things with gold just like they
could with any other bank card. According
to Business Wire, Gold Money works by
purchasing some amount of gold at the going
rate through the company. The company then
holds that gold in a secure location and issues
a prepaid Mastercard. When a transaction
is made, the price is deducted from the gold
amount at the current exchange rate.
There are more than a few skeptics.
According to coinlink.com, this simply
functions as a collateralized credit card. If
your trust in the financial system is so low
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that you want to buy with gold, you wouldn't
want to buy gold and then put it into the
financial credit system. You also trust that
someone somewhere actually buys the gold
and stores it securely.
On the other hand, if you have gold and you
want to spend it, and you aren't worried about
shipping it, then this might be one answer.

Annoying chip readers

Swiping a credit card just seems so much
more efficient than sticking the card into a
terminal and waiting. And waiting. But the
chip cards are actually more secure, credit
companies say. The chip cards attempt to
prevent fraud by generating a unique code
for every transaction that can only be used
once. So the cards are supposed to slow
down criminals who steal a bunch of card
data and then manufacture physical cards.
Chips make the data much less useful.
The cards also reduce the value of card
skimming, where a device is placed on the
card reader to steal data. Chips do nothing
for e-commerce fraud or a variety of other
types of criminal activity. In addition,
if you use a chip card, but sign for the
transaction instead of using a pin number,
the transaction is less secure.

YOUR FINANCES

Employee stock purchase plans
can be profitable

Soft skills rank high
in the workplace

M

any companies across the world
include an employee stock purchase
plan (ESPP) as one of their
employee benefits, but not everyone
knows exactly how they work and how
they can be profitable.

To succeed in the modern workplace,
it’s not enough to have technical skills.
In a highly competitive job market,
employers are looking for “soft skills” in
prospects. Some of the most sought-after
“soft skills” combine common sense,
courtesy, and some learned behaviors.

“Despite the fact that it's so easy to
earn a profit . . . many employees
simply aren't signing up”

Flexibility/Adaptability:

According to Wealthfront, an ESPP
allows an employee to buy shares of
their publicly traded company's stock
at a discount via payroll deductions.
Once the employee has signed up for
the program, those deductions will
accumulate in an individual account
until the company purchases shares on their behalf. Purchases usually
occur every six months, but there are other variables involved that will help
determine exactly how much money can be made.
A typical scenario involves an offering period that includes one or more
purchasing periods. This helps provide the best possible purchase price
by allowing the employee to buy at the lower of the two. Let's say that the
company's offering period starts on January 1 and ends on December 31 and
there are two six-month long purchasing periods with a 15 percent discount
on the price. Further assume the stock price is $100 on January 1; $90 on
June 1, (six months later); and $95 on January 1 of the next year. On June
1, the employee could buy shares for $76.50, which is 85 percent of the $90
price. Because the program allows for the purchase based on the lowest price
during the period, there is a lot of flexibility to take advantage of during the
purchasing periods. All of these perks mean that it is very easy to gain a high
return if the company does well and much harder to lose money even if it
does poorly.
Despite the fact that it's so easy to earn a profit through an ESPP, many
employees simply aren't signing up for the plans, according to Forbes.
One study by Fidelity Investments looked at the ESPP's across 239
businesses and found that employees were forfeiting over $7 billion dollars
every year by not taking advantage of the program.
One drawback: overexposure. For employees who faithfully contribute to
their plans each year, they run the risk of having too much of their investment
portfolio in one company. If that company were to run into trouble, they
could stand to lose a lot of hard-earned money. For this reason, some financial
experts recommend selling the stocks for a profit each time they are purchased
to lock in the profit and invest the money elsewhere.

Employers need workers
able to complete a wide
range of tasks. The ability to
switch tasks quickly, and to
adapt to situations outside
your comfort zone goes a
long way toward helping
you stand out.

Interpersonal skills:
Several so-called soft skills
fall into this category: the
ability to communicate
effectively; work as part
of a team; and resolve
conflicts are all considered
interpersonal skills.

Time and project management: In the

working world, employees must meet and
manage deadlines. Time management and
project management go hand-in-hand
because managing your time well requires
prioritizing tasks and projects to get the
most important or most beneficial done as
efficiently as possible.
Emotional intelligence: Many jobs
require this, but you won’t see it on a job
description. Sometimes called EI, it is
the ability to assess social cues and social
situations and manage your reactions to
these situations.
Leadership skills: When you’re
consistently looking for ways to improve
your skill levels and to show initiative,
it shows your leadership ability. Even if
you’re not in a management position, the
ability to lead can make a big difference.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

The link between sitting and poor health

“Thinking will not
overcome fear but
action will.”
W. Clement Stone,
philanthropist and
businessman

W

e drive to work, sit at a desk, drive
home and watch television – that's all
sitting time and it's bad for health. The
American Heart Association says Americans
spent about 38 hours per week sitting in 2009
compared to only 26 hours in 1965. This rise
in sedentary behavior, along with a decrease
in the amount of time spent performing
a moderate-to-vigorous activity, has been
linked to several health issues including
increased risk of cardiovascular disease,
diabetes, obesity, and back pain.
According to Time Magazine, the body
needs energy to power individual cells,
break down and digest food, and create
"activity energy" which can be divided into
active exercise and Non-Exercise Activity
Thermogenesis (NEAT). The last type,
NEAT, includes all of the energy used for
required movements throughout the day like
walking or even typing at a desk.
Sitting for extended periods of time
lowers the amount of NEAT energy
needed throughout the day which starts to
turn off processes that burn calories and
turn on the ones that build fat. Inactivity,
especially around meals, leads to muscles
that aren't soaking up glucose from the food
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and become more insulin resistant. This
resistance causes the body to release more
and more insulin which can lead to diabetes
over time.
As if problems with weight gain and heart
disease weren't enough, the Washington
Post also points out that sitting can lead to a
whole host of other issues in the body related
to pain and overall fitness because of the
position of the body. The hips, for instance,
remain unextended for long periods of time
and can become tight with a limited range
of motion along with weakened glutes. This
decreased range is a primary reason why
the elderly are prone to falling. Similarly, the
position can cause poor circulation in many
areas of the body such as legs, spinal discs,
and the brain.

No coffee before glucose test

Don't drink coffee before a fasting blood
glucose test. Caffeine is quickly absorbed
into the bloodstream and your glucose
levels could change in response to even
black coffee. The best, most accurate
results come from complete fasting,
according to Duke Medicine Health News.

S TAY I N G W E L L

Experts say there's nothing
wrong with most fat

Exercising safely
during pregnancy

t is just possible that the fat-free
movement made us fat and unhealthy.
Recent research shows that not all fat
is bad and the movement to go fat-free
threw out good fats along with bad ones.

Expectant mothers shouldn't try to go
for new exercise records, but maintaining
fitness in pregnancy is important.
According to the Mayo Clinic, exercise
during pregnancy is often very beneficial
for both the mother and child as long
as there are no medical issues such as
preeclampsia, anemia,
vaginal bleeding or
problems with the cervix
or placenta.

I

“healthy fats are an essential part
of how the human body functions
as they provide energy, build cells
and aid in muscle movement”
When all fat is removed from a
product, something has to take its place
and that is usually carbohydrates in the
form of sugars. And, along the way, good
fats are eliminated.
In fact, not all nutritional fat, which has
zero carbohydrates, is bad. According to
the Harvard Medical School Health Letter, healthy fats are an essential part of
how the human body functions as they provide energy, build cell membranes,
sheath nerves, and aid in blood clotting and muscle movement.
The most harmful fats are trans fats, which have been increasingly phased
out of food products. These fats are created through a human-made process
that keeps the fat solid at room temperature and allows it to be used in food
such as solid margarines and fast food french fries. Trans fat has been found to
increase harmful LDL cholesterol while reducing beneficial HDL cholesterol. It
has also been linked to inflammation, increasing the risk of heart disease and
strokes as well as insulin resistance, increasing the risk of type 2 diabetes.
Saturated fat, the type found in red meat and whole milk, is not necessarily
bad for you but it can drive up total cholesterol and create more harmful LDL
cholesterol.
According to Harvard, a meta-analysis of 21 studies found there was not
enough evidence to conclude that "saturated fat increases the risk of heart
disease, but that replacing saturated fat with polyunsaturated fat may indeed
reduce risk of heart disease." In addition, two other major studies found that
replacing saturated fat with highly processed carbohydrates actually increased
the risk of heart disease, according to Harvard.
The healthiest fats are monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fats. These
fats are liquid at room temperature and can be found in such foods as
olives, peanuts, avocados, nuts and vegetable oils like corn and sunflower.
Monounsaturated fats gained fame when it was discovered that the so-called
"Mediterranean diet" in countries like Greece produced low levels of heart
disease even when people were eating large quantities of fat.
Polyunsaturated fats are called essential fats because the body needs them,
but can't make them. These fats have to come from food.

The American
Pregnancy Association
says any exercise
done routinely before
pregnancy should
be okay as long as it
avoids rough physical
contact or situations
in which the mother
is likely to fall. Active
mothers should try to
maintain their level of
fitness, adding calories
to accommodate
expected weight gain
while maintaining their
muscle tone.
Exercise can help get the body ready
for labor. Increases in energy and
mood help with the day-to-day ability
to keep up regular routines and aid in
reductions in back pain, constipation,
swelling, and bloating.
Low-impact activities such as
walking and swimming are best.
Swimming is regarded as an extremely
safe exercise that allows the body to
produce excellent blood flow and
muscle tone without adding stress to
joints. Substitute a walk outside for
a treadmill, since treadmill falls are
common. Use a stationary bike instead
of outdoor cycling. Light yoga is
typically safe for pregnancy.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

Identifying Alzheimer's before symptoms

“How far you go
in life depends on
your being tender
with the young,
compassionate with
the aged, sympathetic
with the striving and
tolerant of the weak
and strong. Because
someday in your life,
you will have been all
of these.”
George Washington
Carver, American
scientist and inventor

N

ew tests to diagnose Alzheimer's disease
are emerging, offering hope for new
treatments and therapies. According to the
Alzheimer's Association, the memory disease
is now the sixth leading cause of death in the
United States, and more than five million
people are currently living with the disease.
In fact, for seniors, a third of all deaths stem
from either Alzheimer's or another form of
dementia. Although there is no cure in sight,
for now, every effort is being made to find a
way to diagnose and treat this growing threat.
According to the Wall Street Journal,
there is support for a new approach to how
Alzheimer's is identified in the population,
and it could lead to dramatically earlier
warnings of the disease and accelerate
research. New approaches hope to discover
the disease before symptoms ever present.
Like finding malignant cells in the body to
find cancer or plaque buildup in the arteries for
heart disease, the presence of amyloid and tau
proteins could be the key to early identification.
Previously, doctors could only see these
proteins during an autopsy, but improved
technology has allowed for these markers
to be seen in living patients. These scans are
sometimes used to rule out Alzheimer's in
patients with various cognitive issues.
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Critics of the method agree that the process
works to identify amyloid proteins but argue
that there is no definitive way to predict
whether or not the patient will actually
develop symptoms.
Another test involves recognition of
smells. One of the first things to decline is
the ability to smell, which is associated with
the first cranial nerve, according to WebMD.
Researchers have found the ability to smell
differs between nostrils in Alzheimer's patients
but it is still too early to say definitively if this
will be a diagnostic tool for Alzheimer's.

Who does the cleaning, again?

Cleaning company Merry Maids regularly
does surveys of families on the topic of
cleaning, but there seems to be a dispute
between moms and dads as to who
actually does the scrubbing. In May 2017,
moms were interviewed for Mothers Day
and 85 percent said they clean the house.
On the other hand, 34 percent of moms
said hiring someone to help clean was a
necessity. But by June 2017, another Merry
Maids survey found that nearly half of
dads said they clean the house. Maybe
moms are hiring the dads?

S TAY I N G W E L L

It's about the gobbler, but not the one
you might think

I

You don’t need a wizard’s magic wand
to have meals that keep your muscles
strong, fight off infection and boost
your metabolism. Protein does it all.
Meat and poultry are full of protein, but
some cuts are loaded with saturated fat
and cholesterol. Americans should try
to get 45 to 55 grams of protein a day.

t's about the gobbler, but not
the one you might think. It has
become a truism: You get sleepy
at Thanksgiving because of all that
tryptophan in turkey.
But is it true? Yes and no, but
mostly no.
It is true that the amino acid
tryptophan works as a precursor
to other sleep-inducing chemicals.
Turkey has lots of it. But cheese and
nuts have more. Even Tofu-turkey
has more, according to Wired.com.
In 1972 a psychiatrist named
John Fernstrom looked into the
tryptophan connection and found
that tryptophan alone does not make
you sleepy. Instead, he found that it's
really a carb-heavy meal of mashed potatoes, pie, dressing and bread. Those
carbs create loads of sugar and force amino acids to go to work breaking it
all down. With amino acids busy fighting sugars, the brain starts converting
tryptophan into serotonin and suddenly you feel you just can't watch another
third and 10 on the game. Snores ensue.
It's not just the chemistry of the meal, however. The parasympathetic
nervous system also has a role to play. This little brain gadget does things in the
background so you don't think about them; like breathing. When you eat too
much, you have to digest a lot. The parasympathetic nervous system kicks in to
give the body energy to digest and takes away energy elsewhere. You feel tired
and it's because you ate a really big carb-loaded meal. Too late to do anything
about it. Just kick off your shoes and don't blame the turkey.

Antiviral drugs still an option for flu

Have protein with
every meal: it’s easy

The best prevention during flu season is following the standard advice: Get
a flu shot and wash your hands before eating or touching your face. But if
you do get the flu, certain antiviral medications like Tamiflu (oseltamivir)
and Relenza (zanamivir) are still available as a treatment, according to the
Harvard Health Letter. These antivirals must be taken within two days of
the onset of symptoms to be effective and might speed recovery by one or
two days. In June, the World Health Organization removed oseltamivir
from its list of essential medicines, citing low effectiveness in clinical trials.
However, this drug and others in the antiviral category do help some
people if taken early enough. Older people and those with chronic lung,
heart or kidney disease or compromised immune systems would be a
candidate for the flu drugs.

• Seafood: Substitute
it for meat twice a
week. It’s convenient
to keep canned fish
and frozen filets on
hand. Serve salmon
or shrimp for special
occasions.
• Eggs: They have
all the protein
components you
need. The Mayo
Clinic recommends
putting a poached
egg on a salad or
toast for a meal. Hard
boiled eggs are a
great snack.
•D
 airy: Low-fat milk
provides calcium and vitamin D, but
also packs a protein punch. Also try
Greek yogurt with fruit or spread ricotta
cheese on toast and cover with fruit.
•B
 eans, peas and tofu: Dried, canned
or frozen beans are an inexpensive
protein option. They have the added
bonus of fiber and high levels of
antioxidants. Add beans or peas to
salads, pastas, soups and casseroles.
Tofu can be added to the same foods
or to scrambled eggs.
•N
 uts and seeds: A handful of unsalted,
roasted nuts is a healthy serving of
protein. Spread nut butters on crackers
or toast for a protein-filled snack. Or
have a peanut butter sandwich.
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The top toys for Christmas,
according to retailers

“Remember God’s
bounty in the year.
String the pearls of
His favor. Hide the
dark parts, except
so far as they are
breaking out in light!
Give this one day
to thanks, to joy, to
gratitude!”
Henry Ward Beecher,
American clergyman
and social reformer

T

he hottest toy in 2016 is coming your way
again. A new Hatchimal, the toy egg that
hatches a magical creature, is expected
to be on the top of shoppers' lists this year,
according to Walmart. Order early if you
want this item. The toy was gone from shelves
in December 2016.

Most popular again this year are toys
based on movies and television.
The Star Wars franchise keeps pumping
out toys. This year, Littlebit company is
introducing the Star Wars Droid Inventor
Kit, featuring a very talented R2D2 robot.
Shoppers will also find tons of Lego and other
kits for Star Wars characters.
Barbie debuts for the holidays with the
DreamHorse and Doll, a pricey toy pushing
$90. For $298, two kids, up to age seven, can
fit in the Disney Frozen 12-Volt Ride-On
Sleigh with speeds up to 2.5 mph. Flashing
lights and magical tune included.
If the family enjoyed the pie-in-the-face
game last year, try Soggy Doggy board game.
The game centers around a spongy toy dog
that gets increasingly wet as players move
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around the game. The key is to avoid being
the one to make him shake and, naturally, get
everyone wet.
Disney Princess fans might like the
Enchanted Cupcake Party game. Fans of the
book "Flight of the Jaquins" can also buy the
board game. Fingerlings are supposedly hot
items. These little characters hold onto fingers
and other objects.
Toys for boys feature lots of the usual cars
and blasters. Among them:
•A
 dventure Force Light Command
Light-Up Motorized Blaster
•D
 isney/Pixar Cars 3
Ultimate Florida Speedway
•N
 erf Rival Nemesis MXVII
•M
 onster Jam Grave Digger
Fisher-Price Zoom 'n Crawl Monster leads
crawlers on a merry chase, spitting balls and
zig-zagging around.
FurReal takes stuffed animals a step further
by making the toys interactive. The new
Roarin' Tyler, the Playful Tiger responds to
sounds and motions. It even has its own play
toy. The tiger retails for $117.

OF INTEREST

Smart Textiles: Now even your
shirt will be online

Bringing water
to rural Africa

lothing usually revolves around
either extreme utility or fashion
and the recent introduction of
smart textiles hopes to help improve
both of those areas. According to
Forbes, a smart textile is a kind
of fabric that incorporates new
technology to add value for the

A British startup is attempting to do
what billions of dollars and dozens of
donors have not: Bring a reliable source
of water to rural sub-saharan Africa.
Solar pumps have been distributed to
villages with mixed results. If the pumps
break down, villages typically can't repair
them, reports the Economist.

“smart textiles open up a vast world
of possibilities for designers ”

According to The
Water Project, 783
million people do not
have access to safe

C

wearer. This value could come in the
form of electronic connectivity or
even the ability to change colors or
transform. Creatively, there are many
avenues that smart textiles could
take in the coming years but much of the recent work has gone into three
categories: connectivity, aesthetics and performance enhancement.
In an increasingly connected world, companies like Google are always
looking for new ways for people to interact with their products. According
to USA Today, Google has teamed up with a clothing manufacturer to create
a jacket capable of sending commands to a smartphone using only gestures
and movements. Aimed at bicycle commuters, the idea is that clothing should
make it easier for people to get the information they need as quickly and
safely as possible. Although the product is just one of the first steps in this
arena, it shows the kind of thing that can be possible by weaving electronics
into clothing.
Aesthetically, smart textiles open up a vast world of possibilities for
designers interested in putting their models and customers into something
truly unique. It is possible, for instance, to use a particular type of fabric that
gathers energy from movement vibrations and heat to light up in dazzling
colors for nighttime events. For further integration with the beauty industry,
smart materials could one day be used to apply moisturizer or perfume as a
response to certain activities like dry air or sweating.
Performance-wise, industries such as athletics and even the military are
extremely interested in what could be accomplished through using smart
textiles in their gear. For a long-distance runner, for instance, a body suit
could be used to reduce wind resistance, control muscle vibration, and
even regulate body temperature which could lead to faster times and a safer
environment for the body. Speaking of safety, other garments could be
created to protect against some of the more extreme environmental dangers
like radiation or changes in pressure. Far from simply being able to control a
music player with a jacket, smart textiles will one day have the capability to
impact the lives of consumers dramatically.

“eWater has designed
solar pumps equipped
with their own
repair strategy”
water worldwide, and
319 million of those are
living in Sub-Saharan
Africa alone. Without
reliable pumps, people
use surface water
found in pools or dig
shallow holes near
rivers. The water is
often contaminated
and is the source of as much as 80 percent
of all illnesses in the area.
Now eWater has devised a plan to
install pay-as-you-go solar pumps which
are equipped with their own repair
strategy. The pumps dispense water
in response to electronic tags. At local
shops, villagers spend one cent for 20
liters of water. Shopkeepers refill the tags
via smart phones. Then 85 percent of the
money collected is reserved for future
repairs. The taps are connected to mobile
networks and can transmit their status.
According to eWater, the women and
girls who collect the water now take care
not to spill it since they are paying for it.
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Everywhere now has a three-word address

“Gratitude is the
inward feeling of
kindness received.
Thankfulness is the
natural impulse to
express that feeling.
Thanksgiving is the
following of that
impulse.”
Henry Van Dyke,
American author,
novelist and
clergyman

W

e take for granted the orderly grid of
streets and signs and numbers that locate
us in the world. But what if there were
no addresses? You could get email on your
phone, and maybe you could order something
online but you couldn't get it delivered. You
could tell someone where you live but not
how to get there. You could call repairman but
he wouldn't be able to find you.
Four billion people in the world live in
just that situation, but a new tech startup is
changing that by giving every three-by-three
meter spot in the world a three-word name.
What3words gives a memorable three-word
name to every spot on the globe and then
cross references that spot on maps using
latitude and longitude.
This makes a huge difference in places like
the Brazilian favelas. Favelas are the Brazilian
name for shanty towns, spontaneous cities of
make-do buildings. Favelas can have tens of
thousands of people living in a colorful chaos
of shacks, concrete homes, street vendors,
and businesses. But the people living on the
thousands of winding paths and streets don't
have addresses.
Local delivery services once used creative
directions: Go past three pink houses, then
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a hen house, then a vendor, turn left. That
system worked, but things tended to change
over time. Like a pink house might be painted
blue. Enter What3words. Now, even in the
thick of a favela, residents can put a threeword sticker on their door and a delivery
service can find them.
This system is even in use in Denver where
the fire department uses it to find its 50,000
hydrants. It's also used in Lake Tahoe for ski
rescue and by delivery companies who need
to get packages to locations in the Middle
East, North Africa and Southeast Asia.
You may not know it but even if you have a
conventional address, you also have a threeword address. Check it out at what3words.com.

Dogs and allergies

There's no such thing as a hypoallergenic
dog, according to Dr. Chris Rutkowski,
allergist, quoted in Good Housekeeping.
He says allergens exist on the skin and in
urine and saliva of dogs; not just the fur.
It also doesn't make a difference if the dog
doesn't shed much. Immunotherapy might
be one approach to allergies. Also, newer
antihistamines like fexofenadine can help.

OF INTEREST

Malls begin to embrace pop-up
stores, local flair

Gen. Mattis urges young
veterans to fight cynicism

t is no secret that the American mall is
facing a crisis. Rising competition from
online retailers has put pressure on the
stores that typically set up shop within the
traditional closed mall, according to CNN
Money. Once popular anchors like Sears,
JCPenney and Macy's have closed many
of their locations with plans to close more
in the coming years to stay profitable.
Some analysts are even predicting that
between 20 and 25 percent of malls will
close within the next five years as online
sales continue to grow.

Tough talk. Tough soldiering. These
are the qualities for which Retired
Marine General, and current Secretary
of Defense, James Mattis is known. But
his comments at one Memorial Day
ceremony in 2014 highlight a message
to veterans of modern wars: You are
stronger for your service.

I

With the loss of foot traffic and
vacancies in some of their biggest spaces,
malls have begun looking in different
directions to find ways to make ends
meet. According to the Wall Street
Journal, "pop-up stores" are one tool
they are using to bring in new shoppers. These stores are short-term retailers
or seasonal businesses that were once shunned in favor of permanent fixtures
with stable rents. Filling mounting vacancies with these temporary solutions
has helped to bring in cash flow and keep the scenery fresh for customers.
Malls are also using this opportunity to use their empty spaces more
creatively and they are supporting things that would have never been found in
malls a decade ago. Those big online retailers, as mentioned above, are doing
well but many are also seeking to have a physical presence in a building to help
bring new customers in more cheaply and easily to their core business. Malls
create "white box" stores that essentially act as a blank canvas for businesses
that allow them to rotate in and out of the space more easily.
Some malls have offered to provide space to incubate startups or allow momand-pop stores access to a storefront without a lot of long-term strings attached.
You may see malls become showcases for small retailers with local flavor.

Shopping malls try selling more fun

Arcades once brought foot traffic into malls and entertainment is, once
again, becoming important in retailing. Alongside movie theaters, malls
are bringing in skydiving simulators, laser tag, high-tech golf driving
ranges, and "escape rooms," the latter of which lets small groups work
together to find clues for a way out of a locked area. Getting people to
come in for these attractions means that they are staying longer; even
hours longer than they might otherwise. Much like a theme park, some
malls are even grouping these attractions together by offering a day pass so
that customers can enjoy everything they want.

"For whatever trauma came with
service in tough circumstances, we
should take what we learned-take our
post-traumatic growth-and, like past
generations coming home, bring our
sharpened strengths to bear, bring our
attitude of gratitude to bear. And, most
important, we should deny cynicism a
role in our view of the world.
We know that in tough times
cynicism is just another way to give
up, and in the military we consider
cynicism or giving up simply as forms
of cowardice. No matter how bad any
situation, cynicism has no positive
impact. Watching the news, you might
notice that cynicism and victimhood
often seem to go hand-in-hand, but not
for veterans. People who have faced no
harsh trials seem to fall into that mode,
unaware of what it indicates when
taking refuge from responsibility for
their actions. This is an area where your
example can help our society rediscover
its courage and its optimism."
In comments to USA Today, Mattis
emphasized this point:
"I would just say there is one
misperception of our veterans and that
is they are somehow damaged goods,"
Mattis said. "I don't buy it."
"There is also something called post
traumatic growth where you come out
of a situation like that and you actually
feel kinder toward your fellow man and
fellow woman," Mattis said.
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The Art of Talk:
How to have a satisfying conversation

“Thanksgiving Day is
a jewel, to set in the
hearts of honest men;
but be careful that
you do not take the
day, and leave out the
gratitude.”
E.P. Powell, American
journalist and author
in the 1800s

C

onversation is not just about meeting new
people. It is a way to learn and grow. The
catch is, not just any conversation has that
potential. To have a meaningful conversation,
you need to connect with people.

“Every conversation we have opens
the door and builds a stronger link”
Malavika Varadan, a Bollywood
radio host, has a great way to think of
conversations, especially if you’re the kind
of person who is intimidated by starting
conversations with strangers. She said in
a 2016 TED Talk that conversations are
links. Every conversation we have opens the
door and builds a stronger link. Here are a
few tips to take the dread out of new talks
with new people and move toward more
meaningful conversations.
1. E nter a conversation to learn about the
other person. Conversation, especially with
new acquaintances, is not an opportunity to
hold forth with your opinions. Instead, it’s a
chance to learn about someone else, who they
are, what they love, and what they believe.
2. D
 on’t be afraid to ask a somewhat
personal question. Varadan recommends
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starting a conversation by asking where a
person is from.
3. F ocus on the conversation. It shows greater
respect for the people you speak with if you
put your phone away and truly concentrate
on what is happening in the conversation.
According to radio host and conversation
advocate Celeste Headlee, “there’s no reason
to show you’re paying attention if you’re
paying attention.”
4. D
 o not equate your experience with
theirs. If the person you’re talking to is
going through something, you want to
show that you can empathize, but when you
start talking about your experience with the
same life situation, it has the opposite effect
and can make the conversation unpleasant.
5. B
 e brief, don’t repeat, and eliminate the
details. When you’re trying to prove a
point, and you repeat the same information
several times, it impedes connection. Don’t
dig to find names and dates that the other
person doesn’t know and doesn’t care about.
With these five dos and don’ts, you may
just find that you’re enjoying conversations
more, and avoiding the meaningless
discussions of the weather and other safe
conversations.

OF INTEREST

Daniel Boone remembered as
an explorer, Virginian

FACTOIDS
Kid-friendly Podcasts

T

he late-1700s was a time of conflict and
the clash of civilizations. In the east, the
American Revolution occupied colonists
and, at the same time, some colonists began
to push south and west, disrupting hunting
territories of Indian nations and setting off
gruesome battles.

“Boone also served three terms
in the Virginia legislature.”
In the thick of that world was Daniel
Boone, the sixth of 11 children born in 1734
near the present city of Reading, Pa. Boone's
adventures made him a legend in his own time but it came at a huge cost.
In 1769, Boone began a two-year hunting expedition to Kentucky that was
to set off a series of tragic events. The Shawnee regarded Boone as a poacher
on their hunting ground. They captured him, confiscated his skins, and
ordered him to leave the area. But Boone continued to explore and, in 1773,
Indian nations upped their aggression in an attempt to stem the tide of settlers.
Boone's eldest son, James, and Henry Russell were captured by a band of
Delaware, Shawnee and Cherokee, then tortured to death.
But the pressures for immigration continued and so did Boone. In 1775,
following more wars with the Shawnee, a treaty purchased the Cherokee
claim to Kentucky. Boone and his men blazed a new passageway. Using early
Indian trails and hacking out new ones, they created the Wilderness Road. It
reached from Northern Virginia to what is now Louisville, Ky. He founded the
frontier outpost of Boonesborough, and when Kentucky became a county of
Virginia, he became a major in the militia. Boone also served three terms in
the Virginia legislature.
During his lifetime, legends made him out to be a hunter of 'savages' or a
loner who hated civilization. Boone rejected these myths, however, and said
he hated his ever-changing legend. The descendent of pacifist Quakers, Boone
claimed to hate killing and said he intentionally killed one Indian during his
life. He died in 1820 in Missouri where he loved to hunt with the Shawnee.

Drinking water saves money

Sodas, teas and juices cost Americans a lot of money compared to getting
by on plain old water. According to Statista, a full 28 percent of people
in the United States consume soft drinks every single day. One blogger
at 20-Something Finance crunched the numbers to discover that 4,787
bottles could be filled with tap water for only $2.10. Compared to an
average store price of $1 - $2 for just one bottle, filling up reusable bottles
at home could lead to hundreds of dollars in savings each year.

Children are typically drawn to the
games on smartphones and tablets, but
kid-friendly podcasts can be a great way
to help them learn in a way that interests
them. Lifehacker breaks these podcasts
down into three categories: parents
listening alone, parents listening with
kids, and kids listening on their own.
Podcasts that fall into the second group
are probably the most intriguing because
they are designed to get parents and
kids talking about topics together and
asking questions. A great place to start is
with Stuff You Should Know and Stuff
You Missed in History Class which are
both from the popular site How Stuff
Works. These podcasts are a great way
to be a highly engaged parent helping to
develop curious minds.

Drones might be the
next medical transporter
From breathtaking videos to Amazon
deliveries, people have been finding
more and more uses for drones.
Because they are small, unmanned, and
able to cover any terrain while flying,
these aircraft are especially good at
delivering small things from one place
to another. According to The Verge,
hospitals are currently testing them as
a form of medical transport that could
dramatically decrease the amount of
time it takes to deliver medical supplies
to the field or recover samples to take
back to a laboratory. These hybrid
drones combine the helicopter-like
ability to vertically launch with an
airplane's ability to fly longer distances
to make them as flexible as possible in
the field. Coupled with a special foamcushioned cooling compartment, these
drones are capable of keeping samples
cool during a three-hour flight over the
Arizona desert.
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Now that you’re retired, should you get a pet?

“The pilgrims made
seven times more
graves than huts ...
nevertheless, they
set aside a day of
thanksgiving.”
H. W. Westermayer,
often-quoted
American author

T

hey can bring joy to your life. As we get
older, pets help us stay active and provide
companionship. Studies even show that
petting a dog increases levels of oxytocin,
called the love hormone. The American
Heart Association has issued a Scientific
Statement that concludes that owning a pet,
particularly a dog or cat, is also associated
with decreased cardiovascular risk factors.
Animal companionship has been associated
with decreases in fatigue, loneliness, stress
and social isolation, common conditions to
which older adults are vulnerable.
When you think of adopting, check out
the animal shelter first. Dogs who aren’t
pedigreed are often healthier than those
who have expensive pedigrees, but there are
plenty of pedigrees that end up at the shelter.
Remember that puppies are cute, but require
more work, and their energetic play could
wear you out. A two-or three-year-old dog
is better. Small dogs are popular choices for
retirees. These breeds are very small. Most
weigh less than 10 pounds. All are lovable
companions but will bark when someone
comes to the door.
• Maltese are are fun to maintain, are up to
10 inches tall, hypo-allergenic, don’t shed,
and are very loving.
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• C hihuahuas may live up to 18 years. They
weigh about six pounds, are lovable, very
smart and easy to train.
• Yorkshire Terriers weigh four to six
pounds and are up to nine inches tall. It’s
the most famous of the small dog breeds.
•P
 omeranians, called the teacup dog,
weigh up to seven pounds, love to take
walks and make a great indoor dog.
• C avalier King Charles Spaniel is one of
the friendliest breeds, often used as a
therapy dog, and is very loving.

Don't delay surgery
after a hip fracture

Delaying surgery after a hip fracture can
seriously delay recovery, according to
Scientific American Consumer Health.
Most surgeries to reposition the hip bone
after fracture should occur within 24 to 48
hours after injury. Doctors may delay up
to 72 hours if other health conditions must
be stabilized. Delaying surgery means
longer immobility, which has its own
health consequences. "Studies show that
surgical repair performed in the first 24
to 48 hours after injury is associated with
reduced pain and a shorter hospital stay."

SENIOR LIVING

Some tips on finding a worthy
charity to donate to

Major contributions
made after retirement

W

hen it comes to helping people in need
across the world, everyone would agree
that charities play a prominent role in
ensuring that money makes it to the causes
that need it the most. Unfortunately, not all
of those charities are created equal and some
time should be spent determining which
ones will spend those dollars responsibly.
According to Consumer Reports, for instance,
most people assume that a charity's name tells
the whole story about what they are doing for
the community they represent.

You probably know people who retired
then spent their lives working on special
projects. Some people take up art, some
do free consulting, others change their
world. The Purpose Prize honors those
in the later category, people who at age 50
or older begin a progressive social project
that makes a difference.

They use the example of the Disabled
Veterans National Foundation. The name implies that they raise a lot of money
to help veterans. In fact, less than one-third of the money brought into the
organization goes into charitable programs while the rest is used for fundraising
and overhead. This should alarm potential donors who think 100 percent of
their donation will go towards helping the targeted group. One dollar turning
into thirty cents is not an excellent deal in anybody's book. On the other side of
the aisle, a charity called The Mission Continues spends nearly 90 percent of
its money on charitable programs and only seven percent on fundraising. While
most people tend to think of charities as all being the same, this kind of disparity
sheds light on the fact that some are more efficient and ethical than others.
Although it might be impossible to find a great charity by name alone,
Kiplinger suggests following a few best practices when it comes to giving.
First, don't fall victim to the charity with the loudest voice. Often, charities
that employ telemarketers to solicit donations are spending the least amount
of money on their cause. It is important for a person to figure out which causes
resonate with them the most and then seek out charities that benefit them.
Secondly, research any charity thoroughly before giving to evaluate how it will
handle the money. Charity watchdogs like Charity Navigator will have all of this
information publicly displayed. A good rule of thumb is that the best charities
spend at least 75 percent of their money on service and 25 percent or less on
overhead. If a charity refuses to share this information, then they are probably
not meeting these criteria.

Good blood pressure equals good brain function

Controlling blood pressure is one of the most straight-forward ways of
preventing one form of cognitive decline. According to Duke Medicine
Health News, high blood pressure can lead to tiny strokes in the brain,
a condition called vascular dementia. These little strokes take a toll on
memory, reasoning, judgment and a general decline in thought processes.
Controlling blood pressure also reduces the risk of major cardiovascular
problems. So, it seems, what is good for the heart is good for the brain.

More than 1,000
people are nominated
annually for the prize,
which offers cash
awards. From this
number, a few dozen
become Purpose
Prize Fellows. The
key is discovering an
innovative approach
to an important social
problem, according to
encore.org.

Among the
recent honorees:

• Belle Michelson, a
former science teacher
who became an Episcopal priest and
founding Dancing with the Spirit. The
program connects children and elders
through music.
• Samuel Lupin, a doctor, started
Housecalls for the Homebound, The
organization has brought medical care
to more than 4,000 patients in the New
York City area.
• Laurie Ahern, a former journalist,
founded Disability Rights to fight
the practice of putting children with
disabilities in institutions.

Baby Boomers volunteer
• 25.7% involved in volunteer activities
• 19.2 million volunteer in organizations
• 2.7 billion volunteer hours contributed
• $63.7 billion in value contributed
Source: Corporation for National and Community Serviceelders.
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Photo puzzle: Find the 10 . . . just for fun

Your 10 Finds
1.____________________________________________________________
2.____________________________________________________________
3.____________________________________________________________
4.____________________________________________________________
5.____________________________________________________________
6.____________________________________________________________
7.____________________________________________________________
8.____________________________________________________________
9.____________________________________________________________
10.____________________________________________________________
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Last Month's Puzzle

GREAT FOOD
GREAT SERVICE
GREAT ATMOSPHERE
GREAT GUESTS

BRG GIFT CARDS MAKE
THE PERFECT GIFT!
(FOR GIFT CARD PURCHASES OVER $200
GET AN EXTRA 10% FREE)

Thank you for voting us best casual
dining restaurant six years in a row!

Call Ahead Seating Available

LEESBURG:
955 Edward’s Ferry Road, Leesburg, VA 20176 • 703-669-5505
BRAMBLETON: 22865 Brambleton Plaza, Brambleton, VA 20148 • 703-327-1047
ASHBURN:
44065 Ashburn Shopping Plaza, Ashburn, VA 20147 • 703-729-0100

brgrill@aol.com
www.brgrill.com

21593 Jesse Court, Dulles, VA 20166
Ph. 703.404.8800 • Fax 703.404.2232
www.DullesGolf.com
Conveniently located 4 miles North of Dulles
Airport behind Sam’s Club and Walmart. 1
block from Atlantic Blvd. & Severn Way.

Enjoy Delicious New England
Style Seafood!
Lansdowne
Ashburn
South Riding
19308 Promenade Drive 44260 Ice Rink Plaza 25031 Riding Plaza #150
Leesburg, VA 20176 #101 Ashburn, VA 20147 Chantilly, VA 20152
571.333.1301
571.918.4092
703.542.7520

Our Mission:
We are a full service communications design company
specializing in graphics, marketing, digital printing and mail
services housed in one location. Partnering with medium to
large clients interested in expanding their market share or
refreshing their current efforts, our diversified portfolio of
solutions supports our clients in achieving their goals.
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